HealthWatch - India’s Largest Heart Rhythm Monitoring Lab
For: B.E. – BioMedical Engineering – 2019 Batch
Salary: Rs.1,62,000 LPA
Interview Process:
1. Orientation
2. Technical Interview (Basic Bio Medical Technical)
3. HR Interview
Company Details:
Greetings from HealthWatch - India’s Largest Heart Rhythm Monitoring
Lab, a CHC HealthCare Company, New Delhi.
The selected students will undertake observation classes for 15 working
days, post successful outcome, they will undergo training for 6 months
(including on job training – excluding the leaves) for the post of ECG Analyst
(T). As informed in the orientation, the students who are successful in the
observation classes will move forward and the rest will leave us without any
compensation. Post observation classes, basic software training, these
students will work on rotational shifts (male on night shifts only). We would
be providing a stipend of Rs. 8000 per month during the training period, on
successful completion of the training period they would be observed into our
rolls with an annual package of minimum Rs. 1,62,000/- CTC with
performance linked incentives, boys in night shift would be eligible for
additional Rs. 1000 per month as night shift allowance along with dinner or
dinner cost reimbursement.

As discussed, we request you to confirm that the students will join us for
observation classes continuously for 15 working days at our South India
Monitoring and Distribution Center, 23, Siva Ganga Road, 3rd Floor,
WoodHead Centre, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600034. Google maps "CHC
HealthCare HealthWatch Chennai".

We wish to inform that in case, if any student, wish to leave the traineeship or
need additional study leaves or any other form of absenteeism during and in
between the first 12 months from their date of joining of the traineeship, the
said student will have to compensate Rs.24000/- towards training and other
incidental charges to our organization. Generally, we collect their 10th or
12th original mark sheet as security and in this case, the certificates are
already with your institution and you have strong hold until their convocation
in the year 2020, we request you to support, co-operate with us in ensuring
the candidate stay in the trainee and job, as long as possible and or atleast
upto the convocation date, to meet the cost of the training and the output from
the candidates. On completion of their engineering, please direct the
candidates to submit 10th or 12th (any one) original mark sheet on releasing
from your institution.

Kindly inform the students that they will not be given leave for the search of
their accommodation and so please advise them to reach chennai before the
start date and organize their accommodation so that they are present in our
office on given date at 9 am. You may kindly obtain signature of the
candidates as their willingness of the above terms and conditions. Please
acknowledge and confirm the students joining us at the earliest.

Hope the above is in order and look forward to our continued association.

